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LM-0120 Technical Interferometer Add-on
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Introduction

Definition of Length

HeNe-Laser

Homodyne Interferometer

Fringe Detection and Counting

Calibration of Micrometer Gauge
One essential element of a technical laser interferometer is the secure detection of the bright to dark
transitions (fringes) even for variable contrast conditions which may
occur due to modifications of the initial adjustment during the displacement of the measuring
reflector. To compensate for these influences a
fringe signal A’ with a phase shift of 180° with
respect to fringe signal A is optically generated.
By means of an subsequent electronic comparator, disturbing DC - offset parts are eliminated
from the resulting signal. To detect the direction
of the displacement of the measuring reflector a
signal B, phase shifted by 90° with respect to
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signal A, is created optically. Furthermore such
a 90° phase shifted signal D with respect to signal C is created. Also signal B and D are treated
with a comparator to remove any offset. As a
result two offset free fringe signals are created
having a phase shift of 90° to each other allowing the directional discrimination by applying
the quadrature encoder principle.
Another important difference against the classical Michelson interferometer lies in the fact
that instead of mirrors, triple reflectors are used
in such a way that no beam travels back into
the laser source. Such back reflections lead to
frequency and thus intensity fluctuation of the
laser source falsifying the counted number of
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Fig. 2.7: Analogue and TTL A and B signals
in XY representation

Fig. 2.5: Signals of channel A
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Fig. 2.6: Signals of channel A and B
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Fig. 2.8: Track of C and D TTL signals

LM-0120 Laser interferometer technical extension consisting of:
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Two Beam Interference
Interpolation of Interference
Fringes

Code
Qty. Description
Details page
DC-0080
1 Quad counter & 2 channel photodiode amplifier
122 (10)
MM-0120
1 Dial gauge travel 5 mm resolution 1 µm on MG65
94 (12)
OC-0510
1 Polarising beam splitter cube on 25 mm stage
101 (30)
OC-0520
2 Triple reflector in extended 1” mount
101 (31)
OM-0040
1 Beam displacer 5 mm on MG20
110 (5)
OM-0840
1 Fringe detection unit on MG100
117 (43)
Option (order separately)
MM-0140
1 Triple reflector on motorised translation stage, travel 50 mm 94 (13)
Required Option (order separately)
CA-0200
1 Oscilloscope 100 MHz digital, two channel
128 (19)

fringes.
This extension provides all necessary optical
components to turn the existing Michelson interferometer to a technical one. One triple reflector is mounted onto a translation stage. The
piston pin of the provided micrometer gauge
firmly touches the back of the moveable triple
reflector. The idea of the measurement is to
calibrate the display of the gauge against the
wavelength of the laser source which forms the
secondary standard of a metre. The fringes generated by the movement are counted by the provided forward/backward counter in fractions of
the wavelength λ like λ/4, λ/8 or even λ/16.

The special feature of technical interferometer
are the automated detection and counting of the
fringes cause by a movement. In the Fig. 2.5 the
signals A and A’ (please refer to Fig. 2.2) are
shown. From both signals the TTL signal C is
generated. The Fig. 2.6 shows the phase shift
of 90 degrees between the A and B signals (of
course this shift exists also between the A’ and
B’ signals). The XY oscilloscope representation of A and B is shown in the Fig. 2.7. The
left figure shows the analogue superposition. If
the system is in rest, only a dot on the circumference of the ellipse (ideally a circle) indicates
the position. A full turn is related to a travelled
distance of λ/4 or 0.158 micrometer when λ is
635 nm and the rotation direction depends on
the direction of movement. The right figure
of Fig. 2.7 shows the XY representation of the
TTL signals of C and D. Here, the dot jumps
clockwise or counterclockwise from one corner
to the other whereby one jump corresponds to
a movement of λ/16. The task of the electronics is to count how many jumps occur in clockwise and in counterclockwise direction. This
is achieved by using an up and down counter
whereby the directional signal is gained from
the 90° phase shift between both signals. If C
leads D then the directional signal for the counter will be high (up) or low when D leads C.

